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15 October 2019 
 

Attention: The MEC for Education, the Hon Gade 

Dear Hon Gade 

Re: The shocking state of Louis Rex Primary School in eKomani 

On a recent visit to the Enoch Mgijima constituency, we conducted oversight at the Louis Rex 

Primary School. What we witnessed there was shocking. 

The building is approximately 80 years old, and is mostly wooden. The floors have big holes in 

them, into which teachers and learners have already fallen. It is simply a matter of time before 

somebody sustains a serious injury. The window are falling right out of their wooden frames 

and most cannot be opened or closed properly.  

The roofs are made of asbestos sheeting. This material is not allowed to be used in 

construction any longer, particularly in public institutions. The water situation is eKomani is 

challenging to say the least, due to the ongoing drought. However, as municipal incompetence 

has exacerbated the situation and supply is regularly shut down for one reason or another. 

The school has 1400 learners who share just eight toilets. When there is no water supply (this 

is a regular occurrence) the learners are sent home as they cannot flush the toilets and they 

cannot use the water from the single water tank as it is for drinking purposes only.  

Most touching, however, was the passion and dedication of the staff at the school. But they 

are desperate for a safer and more conducive teaching and learning environment.  

I appeal to you most urgently to intervene. While I know that the department has financial 

constraints, there are several low cost interventions that can be implemented as a matter of 

urgency, such as extra water tanks, potable chemical toilets, and repairs to floors and windows 

to ensure that teaching and learning are no longer disrupted.  

I look forward to hearing from you in this regard.  

Yours Sincerely,  

Jane Cowley 
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